RCP CAM-Stain is a water based, semi-transparent stain and sealer for concrete and masonry. It is composed of modified acrylic polymers and pigments suitable for interior or exterior applications. CAM-Stain is a highly durable polymer with good water resistance. It colors and seals new or old concrete. CAM-Stain is not paint, but a true stain which penetrates into the pores of the concrete. This makes it less prone to wear, chipping or pealing. It provides color to the substrate without hiding its texture or character. CAM-Stain meets all air quality VOC requirements. RCP CAM-Stain is available in 10 standard colors and unlimited custom color matches.

USES: Concrete & Masonry – Patios, Floors, Block, Pavers, Stucco, Brick, and Artificial Rock. CAM-Stain may be used on driveways; however RCP Silica-Shield will provide the best protection against hot tire pick-up.

AVAILABLE COLORS: Color may vary depending on substrate.

LA PAZ  OTAY BROWN  CHESTNUT  TERRA COTTA  CHARCOAL

TECHNICAL DATA:
Type: Acrylic  Coverage: 150 - 400 sqft/gal
Weight: 8.5lbs/gal  Clean-up: Water
V.O.C.: <100g/l  Traffic: Light - 24hrs | Heavy - 3-7 days
Drying: Touch 30min @ 70°  Gloss: Matte - Low Gloss
Re-Coat: 30min - Temp Dependent
CAM-STAIN APPLICATION:
Surface Preparation: All surfaces must be clean and free of all dirt, dust, oil, grease, bond breakers, loose coatings, paint, or anything which may inhibit penetration and adhesion. Washing with cleaner and high pressure water is suitable for many applications on older, porous concrete. For smooth or dense concrete, an etcher-cleaner, sandblasting, grinding, or equal may be used.

New Concrete - Concrete should be at least 3 days old prior to stain application. Always test small areas prior to the start of the entire project.

Mix Well: For uniformity in color, the stain must be thoroughly mixed prior to and during application.

Applying: CAM-Stain may be applied using a brush, roller, sprayer, broom, sponge, or other method depending on finish required. Do not apply in temperatures above 95° or below 55°. Do not apply if rain is eminent prior to cure. Applying CAM-Stain to a slightly dampened surface is an effective way to eliminate brush and roller marks. Apply in thin coats to allow the texture of the substrate to show through. Spraying the applied stain with a light mist of water is an effective technique for blending colors together.

Top Coats: A protective clear top coat will enhance the appearance of the stain and add significantly to the life of the treatment.

MAINTENANCE:
To increase the life of your stained area, and maintain its attractive appearance, clean and clear coat the area regularly. CAM-Stain surfaces should be cleaned with soap and water. Avoid cleaners such as 409 or similar products. CAM-Stain will adhere to itself and may be recoated or touched up. Removal of the stain can be achieved by using a high strength stripper. Check individual products for their effectiveness.

STORAGE & HANDLING:
Store in a cool, dry place; out of direct sunlight. Protect from freezing. Although CAM-Stain is water based it does contain chemicals which should not come in contact with the skin and eyes. Always wear protective goggles and gloves when handling chemicals. Read Material Safety Data Sheet prior to application.

WARRANTY:
RCP CAM-Stain is manufactured by R-Crete, Inc.. R-Crete warrants all CAM-Stains to be free from manufacturing defects. Since the soundness of the substrate, surface preparation, or application method are beyond the control of R-Crete, Inc., it cannot assume any risk or liability for results obtained when not used in strict accordance with our specifications and written directions. R-Crete, Inc. assumes no liability for color uniformity other than to provide a consistent product from the manufacturing facility that meets industry standards for allowable tolerances. Variations in color due to substrate, weather, application techniques and any means other than manufacturing defects are the responsibility of the purchaser. The warranty excludes normal wear and fades for the area of application. If the product provides to be defective the only obligation of R-Crete, Inc. will be to replace the defective material. R-Crete, Inc. assumes no liability for any labor or replacement costs of any kind. The purchaser shall assume all responsibility for use of the product for their intended purpose.

R-CRETE, Inc.
P.O. Box 80286
Ranch Santa Margarita, CA 92688
Phone: (949) 888-8401 Fax: (949) 858-5720

CAUTION: Avoid contact with the skin and eyes. Always wear protective goggles and gloves when handling. It is the responsibility of the user to make sure the application is done with adequate texture for proper slip resistance.

For More Information:
www.rcpblock.com
RCP
BLOCK & BRICK
Chula Vista (619) 474-1516
Encinitas (760) 753-1164
Escondido (760) 480-9696
Lemon Grove (619) 460-9101
Murrieta (951) 677-1489
Santee (619) 448-2240